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Sunset over Brightlingsea Harbour
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A Short Insight into Brightlingsea
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA
Brightlingsea is an attractive coastal town on the Colne Estuary in East Anglia. It is steeped in tradition and history
including its Maritime History as one of the “five” most important channel ports dating back to Norman times, giving
it the name “Cinque Port”. The harbour hosts several annual sailing and yachting events.
There are many buildings in the town dating back hundreds of years including Jacob’s Hall, built in 14th century which
is said to be the oldest timber framed building in the country.

Harbour and Jacob’s Hall
Photos by S. Rutherford
It is rich in wildlife from the autumn waders and wildfowl feeding on the mud flats, to a national nature reserve
consisting of three sites – Brightlingsea Marsh, East Mersea and Colne Point. There is a community nature reserve –
The Lozenge which provides a quiet space to sit or walk around.

Beach side at Bateman’s Tower (from the ferry)
By P. Rutherford
The town has a mixture of independent shops, pubs and restaurants, the beaches are lined with colourful beach huts
and with an open air swimming pool, a skate park and a brilliant cafe at Bateman’s Tower, it’s a fabulous place to
visit

Lozenge Nature Area
By Di Farrar MBNA
It is hard to believe that The Lozenge Nature Area was once a piece of derelict, overgrown and neglected land
adjacent to the Community centre on Lower Park Road. It has since been transformed into a nature area with
thanks to the Community Reach Partnership and Brightlingsea Town Council and was opened by Roger Tabor in
2008.

Information board at The Lozenge

A pond has been constructed, footpaths established, benches and signs have been provided and it is now a fantastic
place to visit and see wildlife by both adults and children.
As we started the walk towards the Lozenge, Catherine pointed out an area of grazing marsh close by and showed us
the numerous anthills. Although we didn’t see a Green Woodpecker (Picus viridis), we heard their ‘Yaffle’ call a
couple of times, this being a perfect place for them to forage for ants. The footpath had hedges on both sides with a
wide variety of plants and trees. Mallow, Bindweed and Yarrow were a common sight and we saw the purplish-red
Henbit (Lamiumam plexicaule), one of the dead nettle family.

The Grazing Marshes

Field Cuckoo Bee (Bombus campestris)

A large bee was seen on Sea Bindweed (Calystegia soldanella) and after Steve collected it in a pot we were able to
have a closer look and found it to be a Cuckoo Bee. These bees do not have pollen baskets as they do not feed their
own young, as the name suggests they are parasitic bees and take over nests of other bumblebees. After much
interest and deliberation Steve concluded it to be a dark form male Field Cuckoo Bee (Bombus campestris).

A Garden Warbler (Sylvia borin) was heard singing but, unfortunately, not seen as they prefer to skulk in dense scrub
and hedges. Amongst the wide variety of trees growing in this area were English Oak (Quercus robur), Field Maple
(Acer camestre), Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris) and Bay Willow (so named as the leaves not only resemble those of the
bay tree, but they produce a yellow gum, which smells like a bay leaf.
One of our group’s favourite beetles fondly nicknamed ’Thunder Thighs’ (Oedemera nobilis) was seen in the Lozenge.
The iridescent green elytra are pointed and gape apart and the male of the species has swollen bulges on the hind
thighs. These beetles feed on pollen so are most often seen on flowers.

Water Shrew (Neomys fodiens)

Thunder thighs on Sea Bindweed

As we wandered along the Lozenge footpath we came across a Shrew which was obviously dead. It had black
upperparts and white underneath, with tufts of white hairs on the ears, and was quite large so we identified it as a
Water Shrew (Neomys fodiens), which is a semi-aquatic species found close to water or in damp woodlands and
hedgerows. Roger told us that it was a first record for Water Shrew at the Lozenge and maybe it hadn’t survived
because of the recent hot weather and lack of water in the stream. A little further on we also found a dead Common
Shrew (Sorex araneus), much smaller and brown in colour and possibly had died from heat or lack of food.
Roger (brave man) wanted to show us a rare plant growing here so proceeded to wander through the nettles to
point out Dittander (Lepidium latifolium), also known as Broadleaved Pepperweed. It is a tall plant with erect,
branched stems and lovely white flowers. The leaves, he said, tasted like Horseradish, so a few people had a taste,
and yes, they were hot, just like Horseradish!

A “Brave Man” collecting Dittander (Lepidium latifolium) Photo on right by P. Rutherford

Meadow Brown, Speckled Wood and Ringlet butterflies were everywhere together with many hoverflies in amongst
the trees and plants and as we were leaving, a beautiful Mother of Pearl moth (Pleuroptya ruralis) fluttered by
looking lovely with its grey mottled wings and pearly sheen. These are one of Britain’s largest micro moths, having a
wingspan of 26-40mm, larger than many of the macro moths.
I think I can say on behalf of our entire group that this is an amazing nature area. Due to time constraints, we only
saw a small part of it but would like to visit again sometime in the future and thanks to Roger for showing us round.

The Sea Wall, Part One
By Catherine Artindale
The Prologue
Tim Gardiner was the first of our guest leaders. A long standing and active member of the BNA, he works as a
biodiversity officer for the Environment Agency. One of his projects is the management of the sea walls in Essex; he
brought his intern Kimberley with him, and shared some of his knowledge and findings with us as we strolled off
from Bateman’s Cafe.
The Environment Agency have been experimenting with different grass cutting regimes to see what pattern would
be most favourable for pollinators, especially bees, and in particular the rare shrill carder bee which is found in only
a few places in the UK, one of which is the Essex coast. So the target species was bees, and although we did find
some, it’s fair to say that the walk became Episode 1 of the great grasshopper hunt, albeit with a super supporting
cast of other pollinators!
Tim explained how good the seawall habitat was for pollinators, especially in Brightlingsea, as the grazing marsh
behind it was centuries old with all the biodiversity that its age brings. So what did we learn?

The Group with Tim and Kimberley photo by P. Rutherford

Tim explains the area to us, and then we head off along the sea wall path

The Starring Role
Tim explained that the most straightforward way to tell a grasshopper from a cricket is that the former have short
antennae whilst the crickets are long. He also showed us that an easy to identify grasshoppers was by observing the
shape of the pronotum behind the head. For the common species on the sea wall these were:
 Meadow grasshopper - has a slight bulge
 Field grasshopper - is pinched
 Lesser Marsh grasshopper - is parallel

Field grasshopper on Rachel’s thumb!

Lesser marsh grasshopper

Listening for grasshoppers and crickets is the best way of knowing they are around, and their sound can be amplified
and heard more easily with a bat detector. Mark of course had one in his rucksack (!) and when switched on
immediately picked up the constant churring of a Roesels Bush cricket. This turned out to be one of the commonest
species we heard on this part of the seawall. Unknown before 1912 in the UK it is now spreading. As it is a warm
summer they are breeding well. And they have a very unusual response to this success - some of them grow longer
wings to disperse to new areas! Tim noticed that there were some of these unusual winged specimens in the
shrubbery, but despite his heroic clambering through the brambles he could not catch one to show us!
And some of us saw a great green bush cricket which Tim was able to point out to us, but it too eluded capture... This
was just a young one (known as an instar) and quite a bit smaller than its final adult size but definitely very green!
The Supporting Cast
There was a large range of pollinators to be seen on the sea wall, especially beetles. There were so many tiny black
flower beetles that most of us were covered with them at one point or other. They feed on the bright flower heads
and obviously thought our clothing was a meal.... The fabulously glossy green swollen-thighed flower
beetle Oedimera nobilis was also a common sight, as well as the soldier beetle Tillus elongatus as well as many
ladybirds, including the 7 spot, Coccinella septempunctata. Butterflies were represented by dozens of skippers, both
the small and Essex skippers. These can only be separated by the colour of the tip of the antennae (the small skipper
is completely orange but the Essex antennae are black at the back) and so necessitated much peering through lenses
and patience! And although not many bees were seen, some solitary bees were creating a small colony in the sand
on the wall side. Steve later identified these as Grey-banded mining bees Andrena denticulata.

Grey mining bee Andrena denticulata
Photos by P. Rutherford

The dreaded flower beetles!

The Scenery
There was interesting information about some of the plants the pollinators were feeding on. Steve pointed out the
humble bramble. Humble? There are in fact over 240 different species in the country and, once pointed out, we
noticed several ourselves displaying different leaf shapes and flower colouring in our ramblings.

One of the many bramble species
Alexanders – the bully plant
Photos by P. Rutherford

Alexanders? Tim told us that this can be a bit of a bully boy plant and is cut back before flowering on the sea walls. It
tends to take over, nothing grows underneath and it leaves bare earth in the winter which makes the walls
vulnerable to erosion. It is a specialist coastal species probably introduced by the Romans and great for pollinators
(Mark and I saw hundreds of bees and hoverflies on a stand at Flamborough earlier in the year) but obviously not
without its drawbacks....
Finally, wild carrot was just coming out. A very distinctive umbellifer as it always has a tiny dark spot in the centre
that looks like an insect. This makes the real insects think there are goodies to be had so they come along too....
The Soundtrack
And let’s not forget the birds. Skylarks were singing constantly - the background sound to our walk, flying up from
the grazing marsh in wonderful numbers. Steve explained that they can fly and sing as, like many songbirds, they
have two valves in their windpipe and so can use one lung for breathing and the other for singing. And we realised
that the many shell fragments we could see as we walked along the wall had been dropped by the gulls to break
them open to eat. Oystercatchers were wheeling and calling over the mudflats, and reed warblers were singing and
moving through the reeds in family groups.
The Epilogue
Exeunt all to Bateman’s Cafe!
With apologies to the Bard. Yes we have just been to the pop up Shakespeare Theatre in York.....

An Afternoon at Brightlingsea Saltmarsh-Ropewalk-Oyster Pits
By Mark Dudley MBNA
A Saltmarsh is a coastal ecosystem in the upper coastal intertidal zone, between land and open saltwater or brackish
water that is regularly flooded by the tides. The one at Brightlingsea is different in that it’s also a site where once
oyster pits were worked by Colne communities cultivating shellfish for sale at the markets of Colchester and London.
Today these sites are no longer worked, and haven’t since the late 1920s, but had existed since licenses were first
granted in 1670s by the then Lord Mayor George Thompson, but the evidence still exists.

On the way to the Saltmarsh

Our guide to these halopyhtic oyster pits (Greek halo=salt, phyte=plant) was the chairman of the British Naturalist
Association (B.N.A) Mr. Roger Tabor. The walk started from Hurst Green a place with a nice pub called the Rosebud
which some of the group visited later that evening. But as often happens on a naturalist walk you can often not get
out of the car park. Although it was no car park there was a fair bit of a walk from the green to the part of the
Saltmarsh called the rope walk, the groups playground for the afternoon. On the way several species of flora were
commented upon, one being a species called a Least lettuce (Lactuca saligna) a localised plant to this area a
forerunner to the salad lettuce, but you would not think so with its spiky under leaves and milky latex that flows
from its veins should you split them apart, even the cattle apparently avoid them. But back in the day it was
apparently the chewing gum to behold and often parents would give their children it as an aid to sleep. Another
plant mentioned was nipplewort (Lapsana communis) a plant of the daisy family with stiff upright stems, leaves oval
to lanceolate, toothed, short stalked, with yellow florets which emerge from nipple like buds from which it gets its
name. This one is more commonly found just about anywhere but medicinally has calming and antiseptic effects, it
was even used to staunch the flow of milk when it’s time to stop breast feeding, a useful fact.
As we moved closer to the pits the plants called out were more of a culinary origin. Alexanders (Smyrnium
olusatrum) part of the carrot family (Apiaceae) a non-native plant probably imported by the Romans, a shrubby plant
with clusters of little yellow green umbel flowers, although not sure if it was in flower (as its flowering season is
typically Mar-June) but its leaves and seeds have a peppery taste. These would have gone nice with the sprats
caught by the sailing barges that fished in the estuary, able to do so due to their flat bottoms. Adding to the dinner
plate would have been Dittander (Lepidium latifolium) counter balancing the oily fishiness, its leaves and roots
providing a strong horse radish taste, which most people could still taste from the Lozenge the first event of the trip
the afternoon before. Marsh samphire (Salicornia europaea) with its vibrant green stalks like asparagus and its crisp
salty taste, apparently nice fried with a bit of butter.

Marsh Samphire

Shrubby Sea-blite

Another plant common to the pits was the Shrubby sea-blite (Suaeda maritima) also known as glasswort a yellow
green to reddish shrub with fleshy succulent leaves and green flowers, and finally Sea beet (Beta vulgaris) with its
spinach like leaves, both belonging to the goosefoot family. All these would have added substance to the fish meal
the locals ate; well there were no Sainsbury’s in those days you fed from the land. Glasswort once burnt is an
important ingredient for glassmaking and soap making, the ash being an alkali whose active ingredient is sodium
carbonate and potassium carbonate which is soluble in water and which when evaporated off is better for
glassmaking than non-salty plants.

It’s fascinating to discover how plants might have been used in the past be it for the dinner plate, medicinal use or
other uses as in the case of one other plant found, growing in abundance on the edge of the rope walk, Sea
Wormwood (Seriphidium maritimum). Again, this is a localised plant with its off green shrubby leaves caused by
white cottony fibres that cover them and is often known as the ‘old woman’ its oils being used to keep moths away.
These plants would have lined many of chests for storing bed sheets and other precious garments.

A handful of Ragworm! Food for birds like this redshank

The walk was not all about plants, as interesting as the group found the insights. Roger went through some of the
fauna that inhabited the pits, including the rag worms living in and around the anoxic mud that provide much of the
food for the wading birds such as the Redshank (Tringa totanus) but he also caught and identified some of the fish the Blenny and Shanny. He managed to find a couple in the flows and explained the difference between the two, the
fins of the former having a long dorsal fin notched near the middle, but the latter being much deeper. Other fauna
highlighted to the group were the crabs, Shore crabs (Carcinus magnus) in he showed us how to sex them. The
undersides of the crab revealed its sex based on the abdomen the male being pointed consisting of five sections,
while the female is rounded with seven sections. Crabs go through a series of moults as they get larger leaving the
carapace behind whilst the soft bodied crustaceans that emerge swell in the water by 20%. Whilst in this state it
known as a ‘peeler crab’ and are vulnerable to predators so it conceals itself in the safety of rocks until hard again.
The advantage of this moult not only allows it to get bigger and more able to fight other crabs for a potential mate,
but it can regenerate lost limbs during this process. The group then found many carapaces as they walked through
the pits to help enforce the learning.

Finding shore crabs

More views across the Saltmarsh

The channels in the marsh

The group had a lovely afternoon, Roger got to jump in the mud, Chris got to correct his plant identification, but the
group were shown a lot of plants not seen at WGC, a completely different habitat. The group walked back to the
green to plan their evening ahead as England were playing Belgium in the last group matches of the World Cup.
Neither team wanted to win to avoid Brazil in the quarters, so the game was irrelevant, but the analysis amused a
few of my friends that evening over dinner. England lost that game and reached the Semi’s but then so did Belgium,
but neither progressed to the final what a shame.

Bees and other things on Mersea
By Roy Stewart MBNA

On the Foot Ferry

Mark giving his ‘potted history’

This was the third day of our visit to Brightlingsea and was destined to be the busiest and possibly the most diverse.
We started the day by meeting at the harbour for the pre-booked ferry to Mersea Island; unfortunately due to the
size of the ferry and the size of our group it required two separate crossings. Mersea Island is a tidal island (similar to
Lindisfarne) and is considered the most easterly inhabited and publicly accessible island in the United Kingdom. It is
connected to the mainland by a narrow crossing called the ‘Strood’ but this would have entailed a drive of just over
an hour and as someone pointed out in the group its much nicer to cross by ferry as you feel you are on holiday
(obviously never been with our BNA group on an extended field trip before).
The island is situated in the estuary area of the Blackwater and Colne rivers and has an area of around 7 square
miles. The area immediately surrounding the island consists of salt marsh and mudflats but the island itself sits on a
mix of London Clay, chalky boulder clay, sand and gravel. The island is split between West Mersea which is the more
commercial part of the island and East Mersea, which is predominantly farmland and includes Cudmore Grove
County Park and this was the area we were going to concentrate on. On landing on Mersea, Mark gave a potted
history of the island mentioning the basic geology and habitats found. This was followed by Catherine describing the
intended day’s activities which would include three different areas.

View from the landing point on Mersea

Can’t resist a bit of bird watching!

We started off by walking along the sea wall and immediately the binoculars moved out to the adjacent beach/ sea
area. Birds identified included, Ring Plover, Arctic Tern, Oystercatcher, Turnstone, Black Headed Gull and Dunlin.
There was a lot of debate over a little brown job (LBJ) but Steve was convinced it was a Rock Pipit.

Ringed Plover camouflaged on the shingle beach

Oyster Catchers

After Rogers previous days salt marsh visit we all felt more confident in identifying the majority of plants seen along
the wall and adjacent areas: these included Alexanders, Sea Purslane, Sea Lavender, Mallow and Shrubby Sea Blite.
New flowers seen included, Prickly Sow Thistle, Salsify, Wild Carrot and Rest harrow. We never saw the “lesser
golden flowered bushy samphire sea aster” though; (you had to be on the Saltmarsh visit to understand this
deliberate mistake!)

Identifying plants along the path

Common Mallow

Inland on the other side of the sea wall produced some typical farmland birds but on some ponds we also saw the
Little Grebe and Tufted duck. A combination of very hot weather and presence of ponds also produced some sighting
of two dragonflies which were the Common Darter, Sympetrum striolatum and the stunning Emperor Dragonfly,
Anax imperator with its brilliant emerald green thorax and a Beautiful Demoiselle Damselfly, Calopteryx virgo.
Meadow brown and Small Heath butterflies were also observed along with Red Tailed and Common Carder bees.

Salsify

female Common Darter

At the end of the sea wall we dropped down onto the beach and walked under a cliff area into another completely
different habitat. These cliffs are small in height compared to what we traditionally think of in cliffs being only ten to
twenty feet in height. Catherine explained that this was an area prolific in bees especially the mining and nomad
bees and solitary wasps and explained their lifestyle. The cliffs here provide extensive exposures of gravels laid down
by the Thames-Medway River during a glacial period 300,000 years ago. The sediments at beach level which are
mainly organic sometimes yield fossils, including fossil wood and mammal bones that indicate that they were
deposited during an interglacial period. Deposits from a more recent interglacial period, the Ipswichian interglacial
(120,000 years old) are also found on the foreshore and are known as the 'hippo site' due to the presence of
numerous hippopotamus bones along with other extinct mammals. We never made it as far as the best sites but the
idea was to concentrate on bees and not fossils.

The Sandy cliff – perfect habitat for bees and wasps
By P. Rutherford

The nature of the cliffs is very crumbly and loose and so is ideal for these types of bees and wasps and on close
inspection numerous holes and the presence of bees and wasps was apparent. Mark was busy trying to catch the
insects as they emerged from their holes whilst Kevin was busy trying to take photos of their emergence.

Catherine’s “Bee Wolf!”

Yellow-legged mining bee
Photo by P. Rutherford

At one point Mark appeared with a massive grin across his face and showed Catherine his specimen in a bottle.
Catherine then got very excited and went into a state of uncontrolled shouting which attracted all the other
members to her side. The specimen turned out to be a Beewolf (Philanthus Triangulum). They are a predatory wasp
that prey on bees, hence their common name. After stinging and paralyzing their prey the beewolf carries the prey
back to a tunnel. The tunnel of Philanthus triangulum can be as much as 1 m long.

Another five specimens of wasp and bees were caught but identification proved very tricky so photos were taken
and Steve, Di and Pauline identified them later back in their hotel. These species were as follows; Wall Mason Wasp
Ancisterocerus parietinus, Ornate tailed digger wasp Cerciris rybyensis, Grey banded mining bee Andrena denticulata,
Yellow legged mining bee Andrena flavipes and the Painted nomad bee Nomada fucata.
By this stage it was getting extremely hot so it was decided to walk up towards the park information centre and car
park area for lunch. We managed to find some decent shelter to enjoy a well earned rest and food.

Mark explaining about grasshoppers
Photos by S. Rutherford

After about an hour’s rest we all gathered around a table where Mark described what would happen on the third
and final section of the walk. He described the area as a long grass area and then told us the type of grasshoppers
and crickets we could possibly see which was the main aim of this exercise. He also got his trusty iPad out and played
typical sounds that we could also hear to aid in identification and then showed how a bat detector could amplify
these sounds. There is the possibility of a citizen science project being launched using bat detectors to monitor these
organisms as it’s often far easier to hear them than to see them. Another problem with identifying grasshoppers is
colour variation and it’s often difficult to see the distinctive pattern that runs along their back but the sounds remain
the same; (sounds like a Led Zeppelin album!)

Sweeping in the meadow

using a bat detector to locate the sounds
Photos by P. Rutherford

We walked to the long grass area and armed with nets and bat detectors proceeded to try and find, catch,
photograph and ultimately identify these elusive creatures. Naturally people spread into isolated groups but one
with Jane and Mark in managed to isolate by sound and then capture a beautiful Roesel’s bush-cricket (Metrioptera
roeselii). This makes a constant sound but when found and looked at carefully has a very diagnostic cream U shaped
mark just behind its head along the border of the pronotum. Other species found included the Common Green
Grasshopper, Omoscestus viridulis and the meadow grasshopper , Chorthippus parallelus and the best way to tell
these apart is by looking for the lines that run along the shoulders just behind the head. In the meadow they are
almost parallel and slightly flared towards the rear but in the common green grasshopper they are strongly indented;
again they have very distinctive songs. The best place to see the grasshoppers was where areas of Tufted Vetch
occurred in the long grass area as they seemed to congregate around this plant. Numerous Essex Skippers,
Thymelicus lineola were also seen in this area along with common Carder bees, Bombus pascorum and Field Cuckoo
bees, Bombus campestris. One unusual finding in this area was the Ramshorn Gall on an oak tree. It gets its name

from its appearance to a rams horn and is caused by the gall wasp Andricus aries. It appears to be spreading slowly
northwards after crossing over from Europe.

Roesels bush cricket

Essex skipper
Photo by S. Rutherford

By now the sun was too much for everyone and it was decided to call the boat to come and pick us up ASAP. It was
still a good walk back to the landing place and still a possible chance to pick up some new sightings but I have never
seen the group walk so quick without stopping; a sign of how hot it was. There was one easy pick up on the way back
and that was the unmistakeable yaffle of the Green Woodpecker. It’s almost impossible to do justice to the day in
words and I could not describe all the organisms seen but in total it came to 80 species in total; not bad for a few
hours work. The beer tasted even better that evening back on the mainland!

Bats, Moths and Lesser Calamint
(The week that Brightlingsea Turned Green)
By Steve Rutherford FBNA
All Saints church is a venue that I know having shown people bats four years ago at the Bellamy Weekend. This time,
however, the venue was green, just as it had been throughout South Yorkshires visit to Brightlingsea, as all members
turned up in their Branded tops of tee shirts and fleece. It was a tour de force for more than looks as the group
produced eight bat detectors for the evening so all participants could hear as well as see the bats. And to cap that,
we had two guest experts helping for the evening, with the National Chairman Roger Tabor showing the exquisitely
rare Lesser Calamint and telling the story of its near loss through miss-management and Dr. Chris Gibson FBNA
bringing a moth trap along for the night. It was a nice way, too, for SY to thank the local people from Brightlingsea
for the interest they showed us in what we were doing all week (each time we walked down a road in the town we
were asked by locals what we were doing, where we had been and then what had we found with genuine interest
and good will) and thirty or so local folk turning up to enjoy an evening of nature.

All Saints Church

Roger started proceedings with the talk about and then showing the Lesser Calamint that grows well in the
churchyard (typical habitat apparently) and its local history as it was too light for the bats and moths; and to hear
people who have lived nowhere other than Brightlingsea so pleasantly surprised by this cracking, but understated,
plant that could have easily been overlooked and lost without the expertise and energy of our National Chairman.

Roger Tabor showing us Lesser Calamint – photo by L. Artindale

It was then into the church for a few words from Roger about the rest of the evening, a short bit from me about the
ecology of bats (in my element, Tim Gardiner asked if it was the Reverend Rutherford on twitter!) with Chris given
time to talk on how moths work before going back out into the churchyard – well nearly as we filed out into the
porch. There was no need for the detectors initially as the chatter of bats is audible to most people, and with the
obvious numbers of bats in this roost within the doorway, the sound was a great introduction to what was going to
follow.

Chris Gibson giving his talk inside the church

The prelude to emergence was the clicking and popping sounds on the detector of a soprano pipistrelle before the
bat flew out, circled over our heads then flew out into the night. And as they flew out the group members outside
picked up the calls and buzzes of the feeding bats. It wasn’t just the closeness of the roost, but the sheer numbers of
bats leaving that took my breath away, and I had seen it before! Some common pipistrelles were in the same roost
and I saw two brown long-eared emerge before I stepped out to witness the feeding and flights in the openness of
the churchyard. Looking around there was huddles of people listening to the detectors with Ooh’s and Ahh’s as the
bats swept between children, their parents and grandparents. Chris at his trap was performing splendidly with lots of
these night flying butterflies that we call moths coming obligingly to the trap. Kevin took a small group to a feeding
range to see the bats in open flight and was rewarded with his first good sight of a brown long-eared bat gleaning on
the bushes nearby. All of this and someone asked “is that a peregrine up there?” as it swooped down and landed on
the church tower. As I looked up to where it sat I could clearly see the dark moustachial face pattern and the dark
streaks on the bold white breast of a female peregrine!

The Sea Wall Part Two
The Discovery of Little Kev
By Steven Rutherford FBNA

The group at Bateman’s Cafe on our last day photo by P. Rutherford

So, it was our last day here, and Brightlingsea had been so good for us – good company, good food, good weather
and good natural history – everything that we had hoped for and more besides. Well nearly more; what we wanted
was another look at the great green bush cricket as the one found with Tim was a female instar. And when I say “we”
what I mean is Roy, Kevin and Mark needed to see a big full grown great green bush cricket, however, no one
disagreed. From a personal point of view my interest in habitats and love affair with house sparrows could have kept
me there for days, this and the added bonus of a big green monster, how could it fail to end on anything but a high?
The day started with our usual “coffee at” with this time being Batemans next to the sea wall, not only for the
convenience of position, but because it has becoming another SY BNA “coffee at” favourite. It was then that the
group surprised Pauline and I with a presentation for the work that we had put in for the organising and running of
the Brightlingsea trip. Again we were stunned by your generosity and kind thoughts.

House sparrow – just for Steve!

Jane looking at “Little Kev”

So out we set with the group working the area listening and looking for this hard to find beasty. It was hard going
with little to show for the considerable effort; but then, just as time was running out and the team was thinking that
it would have to pack up and start home (just as every good BBC production would have us shown) Marks bat
detector started to sing with the striations of a great green. Our three most intrepid soles, Mark, Roy and Kevin had
it surrounded! “There, there, no, on that blade of grass! Can’t you see it!” With Marks singing detector, Kevin closing
in with a pot and Roy heading it off on the pass shouting directions to Kevin the delicate capture of such a big beast
was inevitable. Then, within a blink of an eye, Kevin had it. Little Kev, as this great green bush cricket was now called,
was safely stowed in Kevin’s pot and paraded back to Batemans to be viewed and photographed before being
released back where it had been captured. We then left Brightlingsea with fantastic memories and with pride in our
skills along with a hope to return some day to this beautiful part of the British coast line.

The “Great Green”! (Photo on left by P. Rutherford)

Photo Gallery
By Kevin Hinchcliffe MBNA
Day One –The Lozenge
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Day Two (morning) – The Sea Wall

Photo Gallery
Day Two (afternoon) – Salt Marshes

It’s just like being at the seaside!

Ok – I surrender!

Roy Giving Trish a Helping Hand!

Here, taste this!

Photo Gallery
Day Three – Mersea Island

It’s nice here isn’t it?

Who let these two jokers come? I’m trying to do a proper job!
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Day Four – Looking for (and finding) the Great Green Bush Cricket

The Yacht Race on our Last Day
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Scenes of Brightlingsea

